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Background 
Our client was a leading international provider of higher education services, including a wide range of services 
for educational institutions in India, corporate training programs for banks and financial institutions, vocational 
training across several sectors, and technology-led services in testing and education delivery. In turn, our client 
was part of a well-regarded group of businesses that included university campuses in India, Malaysia, Antigua, 
Dubai and Nepal, and modern, multi-specialty healthcare facilities across India. 
 
The Need 
Our client hired NGS Global to execute a CEO search to facilitate a turnaround in one of their businesses - online 
testing and assessment - which had not experienced significant growth. Our client was seeking a general 
manager with strategic depth, who understood operations and delivery, and because many of the offerings 
were specifically designed for large scale government recruitment and was conversant dealing with government 
departments. 
 
Our Search Process 
As one strength of NGS Global is listening intently to what the client needs and aligning the search strategy to 
meet those needs, we began the search process by targeting senior business leaders from sectors such as 
technology services, education, management consulting and software product companies.  After extensive 
research and discussions with several candidates who matched our benchmark profile, we shortlisted four 
candidates for the client, of which three were chosen to participate in client interviews. Our client had a 
stringent interview process that involved key executives from the business unit as well as the parent group. 
 
After the interview process was complete, one candidate was unanimously approved by all stakeholders and so 
impressive that the client re-evaluated their business strategy and determined the candidate was perfect for a 
senior role, Chief Business Officer, for a much larger business within the group. The client recognized the 
candidate had the ability to handle the greater level of responsibilities and their larger business took precedence 
in growth strategy. One of the major global search firms had failed to fill the Chief Business Officer role after 
running the search for a year. Considering the decision to hire our candidate for another role, an internal 
candidate was promoted to fill the original CEO position for which we were originally hired. 
 
Our NGS Global Value-Add 

• Ability to understand the needs of the client and align our search strategy to those needs. One of the top 
global search firms who had previously worked on the search could not deliver results. 

• Having equity-owner partners who do the work themselves, investing time with in-depth understanding and 
knowledge of what the client’s business issues are, and the ability to articulate the dimensions of the role to 
potential candidates are important. This is a critical differentiator with the NGS Global model, as junior 
associates who typically make candidate outreach within the larger global search firms, are often unable to 
get attention from the passive candidates. 

• Focus and attention to the client’s needs enabled us to produce high quality candidates resulting in a quick 
turnaround on search completion. 
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